MEET YOUR LIBRARIAN

NATASHA ARGUELLO  
natasha.arguello@utsa.edu | (210) 458-7444  
Head of Research and Education Services  
Economics, Management, Management Science and Statistics, Marketing

AMMI BUI  
ammi.bui@utsa.edu | (210) 458-4669  
Humanities: Philosophy, Classics, Religious Studies, Medical Humanities; Academic Inquiry and Scholarship Honors College

RACHEL CANNADY  
rachel.cannady@utsa.edu | (210) 458-8612  
Online and Distance Learning; Education: Educational Leadership, Educational Psychology, Bicultural-Bilingual Studies, Curriculum; Health and Kinesiology

ESTEBAN CANTU  
esteban.cantu@utsa.edu | (210) 458-6133  
Entrepreneurship; Engineering (Chemical, Civil and Environmental, Electrical and Computer, Mechanical)

WILLIAM GLENN  
william.glen@utsa.edu | (210) 458-5982  
Head of Reference Services  
Music, Film Studies

MATT HAYWARD  
matt.hayward@utsa.edu | (210) 458-6654  
Biology, Chemistry, Earth and Environmental Science, Geological Science, Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy; Biomedical Engineering

DEEANN IVIE  
deann.ivie@utsa.edu | (210) 458-6666  
Open Education Coordinator  
Social Sciences: Communication, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology

SEE BACK FOR MORE LIBRARIANS
EMILY JOHNSON
emily.johnson@utsa.edu | (210) 458-5981
Scholarly Communication Librarian

DIANE LOPEZ
diane.lopez2@utsa.edu | (210) 458-2943

STEPHANIE NOELL
stephanie.noell@utsa.edu | (210) 458-8054
Special Collections Librarian Primary source instruction and research assistance on the history and culture of San Antonio, South Texas, and Mexico

AMY RUSHING
specialcollections@utsa.edu | (210) 458-5984
Special Collections Distinctive research materials documenting the diverse histories and development of San Antonio and South Texas

SHARI SALISBURY
shari.salisbury@utsa.edu | (210) 458-4763
Art and Art History, History, Modern Languages

TARA SCHMIDT
tara.schmidt@utsa.edu | (210) 458-4894
Coordinator of Information Literacy and Assessment English, Linguistics, Writing Program, Popular Reading

RITA WILSON
rita.wilson@utsa.edu | (210) 458-7572
Government Documents, Anthropology, Spanish, Mexican American Studies, Ethnic Studies, Geography, Criminal Justice, Nonprofit Management

CHARLES WU
charles.wu@utsa.edu | (210) 458-4895
Computer Science, Accounting, Information Systems and Cyber Security, Finance, Global Studies
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(210) 458-7506 | lib.utsa.edu